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Masami Teraoka: Mashing the Sacred, the Profane, and the Macabre 

 
The artist stands next to "Semana Santa / Cloisters Workout," 2004. Oil on wood panels with 24-karat  
gold leaf frame. 38 3/8 x 44 ½ x 2 inches framed. Courtesy (Art) Amalgamated. 

Masami Teraoka may not be the first artist to combine traditional modes of Japanese painting with icons of 

Western art history, but he may be the most inventive and precise. In “Cloisters Inquisition,” an exhibition of his 

paintings currently on view at Art Amalgamated, tributes to 18th-century ukiyo-e woodblock prints featuring latex 

prophylactics and candy wrappers can be viewed alongside proto-Renaissance-style altarpieces with geishas in 

various stages of brutal undress and physical contortion. 

In the arc of his choice of subject matter, Teraoka’s tastes tend toward darkness. A cardinal or pope that would be 

painted with a halo in the “Ghent Altarpiece” is, in “Ponte Vecchio Quail Hunt” (2005-2007), rendered with a gothy 

green-grey skin tone, his face planted deep in the breasts of a mostly-nude geisha, with both of their bodies wrapped 

in rosary beads as if they were a dominatrix’s set of chains. Here, the cartoonishly sexual and violent timbre of 

Japanese manga and anime invades the visual terminology of an ostensibly sacred liturgical object. Conversely, in 

“31 Flavors Invading Japan/Today’s Special” (1980-1982), it is the one-size-fits-all color scheme of crass Pop that 

invades an austere (though not always chaste) art form like Japanese woodblock printing: an emphatically un-

Japanese personage (her brown hair worn down in open drapes) sticks her tongue out to lick an ice cream cone as a 

streak of vanilla begins to drip down her fingers. 
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“Virtual Inquisition/Cloning Eve Ranch” (1998) delivers what may be Teraoka’s most reverent art historical 

homages, though even these are far from tame. Figures hung from spits and monkey bars in variously flexible poses 

recall the discomforting, frolicking spirit of Bosch’s “Garden of Earthly Delights,” while the foreboding confusion 

of dark, symmetrically stretching outlines betrays a reference to Rodin’s sculpture “The Gates of Heaven.” The 

result is a worthy lesson in art history viewed through a thoroughly contemporary pair of eyes. It’s a recommended 

show for young art students—that is, provided they aren’t TOO young. 

— Reid Singer 


